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BioResources

The CMRI BioResources Facility provides high
standard veterinary and animal care services
in support of both CMRI and the Westmead
Hub research community. We use our expertise
for oversight of the care and management
of laboratory animals. We enforce strict
government guidelines to ensure animals
are only used appropriately for research and
teaching purposes.

The majority of the research undertaken at Children’s Medical Research Institute (CMRI) is conducted in cells grown in the
laboratory. However, after many years of researching scientific theories in cells, the discoveries may reach a stage where
studies need to be conducted in living systems, such as rats and mice.
Animals at CMRI are used solely for the purpose of researching human health, development and illness with the aim of
finding effective treatments and working towards prevention of childhood diseases. Many therapies and medicines would
not be available today without research using animals. Every effort is made to apply the 3Rs principle (Reduce, Refine and
Replace) in the planning and implementation of experiments: the number of animals used per experiment is reduced to
the absolute minimum required (Reduction); the implementation of animal experiments are optimised in such a way that
methods alleviate or minimize potential pain, suffering or distress (Refinement); and where possible, animal experiments
are replaced by alternative methods (Replacement).
CMRI policy on the care and use of animals in research complies with the guidelines set by the National Health and Medical
Research Council (NHMRC). All rodent colonies are updated on a daily basis to an in-house designed animal facility
database, Rodtrak, thus enabling scientists to check the research animal data through a shared platform.

Three separate barrier units enable CMRI
BioResources to house rodents with
different microbiological backgrounds:
1.

The quarantine unit houses mice delivered from
other institutions until they are deemed acceptable
for release following additional health testings and
rederivation if required. If imported from overseas
mouse repositories, the Australian Government
Department of Agriculture & Water Resources issues
release of animals from quarantine given all import
conditions are met.

2.

The experimental unit is the largest unit and holds most
of the immunocompetent rodent stock of CMRI.

3.

The high barrier unit is solely used to produce
immunodeficient mouse and rat models and access
is limited to animal care and research staff on current
Animal Ethics Committee (AEC) projects.

Services include:
•

Animal breeding and husbandry

•

Colony management

•

Technical & experimental services

•

Animal health monitoring

•

Import & export of animals

•

Quarantine

•

Training

•

Mouse cryopreservation

•

Veterinary consultation

More Information
Dr Irma Encomienda-Villaflor
Chief Veterinary Officer & Head of BioResources
E: ivillaflor@cmri.org.au
W: cmri.org.au/Research/Research-Facilities/BioResources

Images (From left to right): Responsible animal care and use, Mouse retina immunohistochemistry, Pronuclear microinjection
method for generating transgenic mice, Mouse sweat gland, Transgenic mouse expressing an enhanced yellow variant of Green
Fluorescent Protein (GFP) as non-invasive marker, Mouse kidney immunohistochemistry
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The Stem Cell and Organoid Facility* offers a
range of custom stem cell services. Our goal is
to create a widely available resource of human
pluripotent stem cell-derived products and
derivative tissues to provide functional disease
models and accelerate our customers’ research.

Stem Cell
& Organoid

Services
iPS reprogramming
The generation of iPS cells is referred to as
reprogramming and involves the expression
of pluripotency genes in adult cells, such
as skin and blood cells. We utilise efficient
episomal reprogramming methods to deliver
these pluripotency genes. The facility offers
reprogramming, expansion, and banking
of iPS cell lines. These cell lines can also be
used by our experienced scientific team to
generate terminally differentiated cells of your
choice.

Picking
clones

Skin

Healthy and
diseased donor

Maintenance of iPS cell lines
Access to a number of fully characterised cell lines is
sometimes impossible within the constraints of individual
laboratories due to the laborious processes needed to
maintain these cells. The Facility offers the maintenance
of reprogrammed iPS cell lines under optimal culture
conditions in order to maintain their pluripotency and
avoid spontaneous differentiation. The maintenance of the
iPS cell lines in our laboratory facilitates their use in our
established differentiation protocols.

Differentiation of iPS cell lines
Our scientific team is specialised in the differentiation of iPS
cell lines into a number of tissues. iPS cell cultures can be
differentiated into specific cell types. A number of robust
differentiation protocols have been developed to generate
highly purified cultures of progenitors as well as mature cell
types from iPS cell lines. The facility offers the differentiation
of iPS cell lines into human neurons, cardiomyocytes, and
hepatocytes.
Please, contact us if you are interested in other cell types.

Generational organoids

Images (From left to right): iPS cells, Cortical
Neurons, Inner ear organoid, Brain organoid

Pluripotent stem cells, including
embryonic and induced
pluripotent stem (iPS) cells,
can differentiate into multiple
cell type in the human body.
They can survive and replicate
indefinitely in the dish, providing
an unlimited source of cells for
regenerative medicine, modelling
diseases, and development of
new therapeutic approaches.
5.

Reprograming
factors

Biopsy

Organoids are mini-organs grown in the dish using 3D
differentiation systems. These offer ideal models to
investigate the biology of tissues and organs. Organoids
can be derived not only from pluripotent stem cells but also
from adult stem/progenitor cells. We provide a range of
organoids that can be derived from control and diseased
iPS cells.

Induction of
pluripotency

Sox 2

Adult cells

Oct 4

MYC

Self
renewal

KLF 4

(e.g. skin ﬁbroblasts)

Donor/
Patient

IPS cells

(resemble embryonic
stem cells)

Diseased
iPS cells

Reprogramming

Blood

Gene editing to
correct or add
mutation

Isogenic
iPS cells

Related services
CMRI has a number of other facilities that complement the
services provided by the Stem Cell & Organoid Facility.
CellBank Australia provides high-quality controlled cell
lines including iPS cell lines. We will use CellBank to test,
secure store and transport of your iPS cell lines.
Genome editing of iPS cell lines. Gene-editing of iPS cells
allows researchers to create isogenic cell models correcting
or introducing key disease mutations. We work together
with VEGF to generate or correct your particular disease iPS
cell line.
Omics. Interested in performing a comprehensive analysis
of your model disease organoid? We work together with
CMRI’s Single Cell Genomics and Biomedical Proteomics
facilities to offer single cell transcriptome and proteomics of
the differentiated cells.
The Drug Screening Facility at CMRI brings together
research resources with capacity for high-throughput
screening (HTS). The facility offers a range of automated
equipment, from liquid-handling to high-content cell
imaging/analysis suitable for biochemical and cell-based
assays for HTS.

Please contact us to enquire if we can generate organoids
for your organ system of interest.

More Information
W: cmri.org.au/Research/Research-Facilities/SCOF
E: stemcor@cmri.org.au

Our team

Diﬀerentiation

Dr Anai Gonzalez Cordero
Milan Fernando
Disease models for
drug discovery and
compound screening

Disease aﬀected
cell type
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Gene
correction

Scott Lee
*The Stem Cell and Organoid Facility at Children’s Medical Research Institute (CMRI) is part of the Paediatrio (Luminesce
Alliance) Paediatric Precision Medicine Program and funded by NSW Health.
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CellBank Australia is Australia’s only national cell
line repository. It provides Australian researchers
ready access to validated cell lines. CellBank
Australia also offers cell line associated services
including authentication, mycoplasma testing,
custom culture, education, secure storage and
patent deposit.

Cell lines for Sale

Cell line Authentication

Do you need quality cell lines for your research?

Short tandem repeat (STR) profiling is used for
authentication of human cell lines. STR profiles are
generated using PowerPlex® 16 HS (Promega) and
compared to internal and external databases.

We have over 900 cell lines stored on site at CMRI for sale.
In addition to our own novel cell lines, we also source cell
lines from the biorepositories ECACC (UK) and JCRB (Japan).
All cell lines have been authenticated and tested for
mycoplasma, Certificates of Analysis are available upon
request. The full catalogues are available on our website
www.cellbankaustralia.com

Secure storage
Store your precious samples offsite at -80°C or in vapour
phase liquid nitrogen. Temperature monitoring uses a
customised equipment alarm system and the electrical
supply is maintained using backup generators.

Cell line Testing Services
Our Mycoplasma testing service has been validated by
CellBank Australia as suitable for repository use. An inhouse PCR method with internal controls is used alongside
the MycoAlert® Mycoplasma Detection Kit (Lonza).

DNA barcoding is used for authentication of non-human
cell lines. This approach uses sequence from cytochrome c
oxidase subunit 1 (CO1) to determine species.

Custom Culture Service
Do you need a ‘bank’ of vials produced at repository
grade? Cells are cultured and preserved under cleanroom
conditions. The service includes banking and testing for
sterility, mycoplasma detection, authentication and viability
upon thawing.

IDA patent Deposit
Cell Bank Australia is an established International
Depositary Authority (IDA); it is fully compliant with the
requirements of the Budapest Treaty for the purposes of
patenting.
It is the only IDA in Australia and Southeast Asia which
accepts human and animal cell lines and hybridomas
for secure storage in vapour phase liquid nitrogen to
supplement written disclosure of an invention with
international patent offices.

Images (From left to right): a cancer cell line
growing in flasks, a Ziess inverted microscope
is a used to examine cell cultures, barcoded
cryovial, only one cell line is grown in any
incubator at a time, human mesothelioma
cell line JU77, cell lines are handled in class 11
biological safety cabinets within our clean rooms

Cell Line Deposits
We are building an Australian collection of novel cell
lines for use in biomedical research. Our catalogue of 50
Australian and New Zealand cell lines includes panels
of mesothelioma, melanoma, merkel cell carcinoma and
colon carcinoma cell lines.
If you or your collaborators have developed a cell line you would like to
deposit with CellBank Australia, please contact us. Advantages include:
• Published cell lines are made accessible for other laboratories to use.

More Information

• Cell lines will not be lost if liquid nitrogen storage malfunctions or
laboratories shut down in future.

E: cellbank@cmri.org.au

• Standardised procedures are used to optimise growth and storage.
• Quality control testing assures the research community that cell lines
are suitable for research use and publications.
• If testing indicates a problem, the originating laboratory is informed –
hopefully earlier passage material can be tested to resolve the issue.

7.
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W: cellbankaustralia.com

Our Team
Elsa Moy
Sam Pen
George Theodosopoulos
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Vectorology
& Genome
Engineering

Our mission is to support basic and translational
research in vector-based gene therapy and
genome engineering by providing access to
the latest viral vector and genome engineering
technologies. We offer consultations and
technical support in selection of appropriate
tools for specific experimental needs,
study design, as well as hands-on training
opportunities.

Techniques/Technologies/
Services
Vectorology
The Vector and Genome Engineering Facility (VGEF) offers a
wide range of vectorology services.
Customised preparation of viral vectors:
• Design and cloning of vectors based on Lentivirus (LV)
and Adeno-associated virus (AAV)
• Packaging of AAV, LV and Adenoviral vectors
• Vector titre analysis based on qPCR, ddPCR and
functional transduction (FACS)
• Vector purity analysis
• Functional analysis (in vitro transduction)
• Novel AAV variants identification using Directed
Evolution technology
• Hands-on training
AAV Production/Purification Scales:
• Crude preparation (single dish preparation, without
gradient purification) - ideal for comparing large number
of variants in vitro
• Iodixanol preparation (medium scale production +
gradient separation of full/empty particles) – for cost
efficient and convenient comparison of a large number
of variants for in vivo and in vitro studies
• CsCl preparation (large scale production + double
gradient separation of full / empty particles) – ideal for
large in vivo studies
AAV vector screen kit (includes 51 different AAV
variants)
We recognise that it is sometimes difficult to decide what
AAV to use, and with the large and constantly growing
number of available natural and bioengineered variants,
this problem is getting bigger. Thus, it is often beneficial to
perform a screen of available AAV variants to identify the
most optimal AAV for given experimental need. To assist
investigators in this effort, we offer:
1.

2.
Images (Clockwise from left to right): the ÄKTA pure fast
liquid protein chromatography system, the 4D-NucleofectorTM
System for efficient transfection of hard-to-transfect cell lines
and primary cells in different formats, molecular cloning of
the CRISPR plasmids for genome editing, iodixanol gradient
ultracentrifugation for adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector
purification, harvesting cells for further large scale Cesium
Chloride (CsCl) purification of AAV vector
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An AAV Testing Mix, containing equimolar mix of
iodixanol purified AAV-CMV-GFP-(BC) (barcode)
packaged in 51 AAV capsids/variants. The barcode is
unique for each AAV variant which allows for efficient
NGS-based analysis of cell entry (DNA) and transgene
expression (RNA/cDNA) of all 51 AAV variants in a single
sample.
An AAV Testing Kit, contains 40ul aliquots of 51
individual AAVs variants that encode AAV-CMV-GFP-(BC)
(barcode) cassette. The amount provided is sufficient
for a number of in vitro studies or small in vivo screen.

Both the AAV Testing Kit and the AAV Testing Mix grow each
time new interesting variants become available, so please
visit our website for up-to-date info.

Image: Primary human hepatocytes transduced with a
novel AAV vector bioengineered by the CMRI team.

Genome Engineering
• Consulting in genome editing studies design.
• Wide range of genome engineering services based on
the state of the art CRISPR technology, and more!
• Designing and performing different projects, ranging
from ‘standard’ CRISPR applications - such as knock-out,
knock-in, and point mutations introduction - to gene
expression modulation, epigenome and RNA editing.
• Hands-on training.
• Expertise and technical services required to manipulate
the genomes of numerous immortalized lines and stem
cells of human and animal origin, such as human iPS
cells and the mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells.
• VGEF uses a multitude of plasmid- and vector-based
CRISPR/Cas systems based on active or inactive
nucleases or nickase for precise genome or epigenome
modifications.
• We are also expending our services into RNA editing,
endonuclease free editing using AAV-driven homology
directed repair (HDR), as well as into editing with the use
of Cas9 protein and Cas9 mRNA expression methods.

Delivery of RNA/DNA for transient or stable transgene
expression
• VGEF has access to state-of-the-art technologies for
RNA/DNA delivery for transient or stable expression
including Amaxa 4D Nucleofection system (small
volumes of 20ul, 96 well plate, or large volumes of
100ul), as well as transduction using AAV vectors.

More Information
Dr Leszek Lisowski
Manager, VGEF
Dr Predrag Kalajdzic
E: VGEF@cmri.org.au
T: +61 2 8865 2818
W: www.cmri.org.au/VGEF

CMRI Facilities - Vectorology and Genome Engineering
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Biomedical 
Proteomics

Biomedical Proteomics at CMRI combines
applied proteomics with the development of
Liquid Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry
(LC–MS) - based qualitative and quantitative
methods for protein identification and
characterisation.

Biomedical Proteomics at CMRI
houses ten LC-MS systems:
SCIEX Triple TOF 5600 Plus

SCIEX MALDI TOF/TOF 5800

The Triple TOF 5600 Plus is an accurate-mass instrument
with the speed and sensitivity to deliver comprehensive
qualitative exploration, rapid profiling, and high-resolution
quantitation in complex matrices.

The instrument is ideal for quality control of sample
preparation and for identification of proteins in relatively
simple mixtures (e.g. bands/spots cut from gels).

SCIEX QTrap 6500 Plus
This system is a fast and sensitive QTRAP enabling the
detection and quantitation of a wide range of chemical
compounds in challenging matrices. Improved polarity
switching and MRM3 speeds allow faster chromatography
and better throughput. The built in QTRAP functionality
enables quantitative MRMs and qualitative QTRAP scans
in the same injection to maximize throughput. The system
is ideal for demanding applications requiring ultimate
sensitivity for ultra-low-level quantitation of both small and
large molecules.

SCIEX QTrap 5500
The 5500 QTRAP is specifically designed for label-free
quantitative analysis by SRM/MRM. High selectivity results
from monitoring one pair of precursor/fragment ions
characteristic of a single peptide. Many such “transition
pairs” can be specified in a LC-MS/MS run, allowing many
proteins to be quantified in parallel.

Thermo Orbitrap Elite
The Thermo Orbitrap LTQ is an ion trap configuration mass
spectrometer. Its high sensitivity in combination with a very
high resolution make it suitable for discovery and targeted
proteomics research.

Thermo Q Exactive Plus
The Thermo Q Exactive Plus system enables rapid and
confident identification and quantitation of proteins,
peptides, and posttranslational modifications. It significantly
improves the depth of proteome analysis, due to its
compatibility with the Tandem Mass Tag (TMT) multiplexing
technology.

Shimadzu LCMS 2020
The Shimadzu LCMS 2020 is a single quadrupole mass
spectrometer offering faster measurements and higher
detection sensitivity for quicker and more accurate
detection of trace impurities in a variety of applications.

Images: Setting-up a LC-MS experiment

Images: Top-Left – LC–MS equipment,
Top Right – Scientists at work, BottomLeft – Setting up a MS experiment,
Bottom-Right – Custom Designed
Instrument Laboratory with 10 LC–MS
systems

Techniques/Technologies/Services
Mass Spectrometry Systems
LC–MS is an extremely powerful analytical strategy for
the identification, quantitation, and characterisation of
biomolecules (e.g. proteins, peptides, carbohydrates, DNA,
drugs) in cells, tissues, biological fluids, and organisms.
Modern LC-MS workflows can identify and measure
thousands of proteins/protein groups. This enables the

11.

study of protein–protein interaction, post-translational
modifications, and protein expression and provides insights
into the physiological changes occurring between two or
more states of interest (e.g. disease vs. control; treated vs.
non-treated).

CMRI Facilities - Biomedical P
 roteomics

More Information
Valentina Valova
Manager, Biomedical Proteomics
E: vvalova@cmri.org.au
W: cmri.org.au/Research/Research-Facilities/Biomedical-Proteomics
CMRI Facilities - Biomedical P
 roteomics
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Single Cell
Analytics

CMRI’s Single Cell Analytics Facility* provides
a range of instrumentation and services for
researchers, partner facilities, and commercial
entities with the aim to translate basic research
into health outcomes that improve diagnosis,
prevention, and treatment of childhood diseases.

Techniques/Technologies/Services
10X Genomics Chromium Controller:

Biomark™ HD system:

The 10X Genomics Chromium Controller is a high
throughput single-cell molecular barcoding system. This
instrument allows researchers to go beyond traditional
gene expression analysis to characterise cell populations,
cell types and cell states on a cell-by-cell basis. The Single
Cell Analytics Facility can prepare samples for 3’ Gene
Expression assays using the 10X Chromium Controller.
This High-throughput automated barcoding and library
construction system enables powerful RNA and DNA
sequencing applications. The 10X Chromium Controller is
driven by 10X Genomics GemCode Technology and enables

The Biomark™ HD system is a high-throughput PCR cycler
capable of running up to 96 samples against 96 gene
sets in less than 24 hours. It may be used with a wide
variety of sample types and chemistry to accommodate
most genomic applications. It is also compatible with the
Fluidigm C1™ system. The integrated fluidic circuits (IFCs)
are available in a range of sizes and allow PCR reactions
in nanoliter volumes. The Biomark™ HD system runs IFCs
in either real-time or end-point read modes, bringing
flexible, efficient and economical PCR solutions to a range
of applications including single cell analysis. Single Cell
Analytics Facility staff are able provide full training with
hands on experience for researchers wanting to use this
instrument.

the isolation of up to 80,000 individual cells in a single run.
This service includes:
•

Cell counts and viability processing

•

Cell isolation and barcoding using Gel Bead-In Emulsion
(GEM) technology

•

Post GEM RT Cleanup and cDNA amplification

•

Gene Expression Library construction

Biomark™ HD system and
IFC Controller RX

Delivery of samples to sequencing companies and other
10X Genomics Chromium applications may also be available
upon request.

tSNE plot illustrating
clusters of individual
cells based on gene
expression levels.

IFC Controller RX:

Fluidigm C1™ system:
The Fluidigm C1™ system provides a quick and easy work
flow for the isolation, extraction, reverse transcription,
and pre amplification of up to 800 single cells within a
population using integrated fluidic circuits (IFC). Visualisation
of capture sites within the IFC allows cell viability and
capture quality to be assessed. After visualisation, cells are
automatically lysed and a template is prepared for qPCR or
sequencing. Single Cell Analytics Facility staff can provide full
training with hands on experience for researchers wanting
to use this instrument.

More information
Joshua Studdert

Hilary Knowles

Staff Scientist

Research Assistant

E: singlecellanalytics@cmri.org.au
W: cellbankaustralia.com/single-cell-solutions.html
Images (Clockwise from left to right): Single cell transcriptomics studies are able
to identify cell populations within the developing embryo, Single Cell Analytics Facility
has a range of instrumentation to assist with single cell research.
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*The Stem Cell and Organoid Facility at Children’s Medical Research Institute (CMRI) is
part of the Paediatrio (Luminesce Alliance) Paediatric Precision Medicine Program and
funded by NSW Health.

CMRI Facilities - Single Cell Analytics

The IFC Controller RX employs pneumatic pressure to
precisely meter samples and reagents and to control valves
within integrated fluidic circuit (IFC). The IFC are used in
conjunction with the Biomark™ HD. The IFC controller can
control and apply pressures to different sealing zones on
the input/output frame to enable:
• Metering of liquids from inlet positions in the input
frame to reaction chambers within the IFC
• Metering of liquids within the IFC
• Opening and closing of valves within the IFC

The Peptide Synthesis Facility* provides high
quality peptide-based materials for researchers,
partner facilities, and commercial partners with a
primary goal to support cancer research projects
across NSW.

Peptide
Synthesis

It provides a complete workflow for the synthesis
of peptides, modification of peptides, and
purification of peptides to give researchers the
best possible material for their investigations.

Techniques/Technologies/
Services
Peptide Synthesis Medium Scale and
Large Scale
Peptides can be synthesised on the scale of 0.1 – 0.5 mmol
using the facilities Syro II peptide synthesisers. In syringe
mode up to 48 peptides can be synthesised in tandem and
even larger quantities can be accessed by pooling multiple
peptide products before purification.
Perfect for researchers who need a small number of
peptides in moderate to large quantities.

Purification

Peptide Synthesis Small Scale

The purity of peptide required is highly dependent on the
application.

Peptides can be synthesized on the scale of 1-5 µmol
on the facilities Syro II peptide synthesisers using the tip
module. In tip mode up to 576 peptides can be synthesized
in tandem.
This is ideal for researchers looking for larger numbers of
peptides in small quantities, particularly useful for screening
and exploratory assays.

High throughput
parallel peptide
synthesiser

The facility offers services to help researchers decide on
the purity they require.
If crude product is sufficient then no purification services
will be needed.
In some cases, solid phase extraction will be sufficient
purification. This is suggested for applications such as
screening assays.
If high purity is required, we offer HPLC purification on the
Shimadzu LCMS-2020 and Flash purification on the Biotage
Isolera/Dalton.
These instruments utilize mass directed fractionation to
ensure only the relevant peptide product is collected.
Modifications to the purification process are available upon
request.

Microwave Assisted Peptide Synthesis

The facility also offers purification and analysis services for
researcher’s peptide, dye, or small molecule samples.

Peptides can be synthesized individually on the scale of 5
umol – 2 mmol using the Biotage Initiator/Alstra peptide
synthesiser.
Mass directed flash
chromatography system

This instrument can handle difficult sequences using
its microwave reactor and is used for the synthesis of
individual peptide sequences.
This piece of equipment is also used to train new users and
students in peptide chemistry and accessible as a bookable
resource.

Microwave
peptide
synthesiser

Modified Residues
Modified residues such as unnatural amino acids can be
incorporated into a synthesis.
If we do not have a residue in the lab we will order it in on
request.
Common modifications include Biotin, Fluorescein,
Phospho-tyrosine, Phospho-serine, SIL Arginine (13C6,99%;
15N4,99%), and SIL Lysine (13C6,99%; 15N2,99%).

Images: Supporting purification equipment,
(bottom-right) A peptide synthesiser

More Information
Andrew Robinson
Peptide Synthesis Facility Manager

* Initial funding for the NSW Cancer Research Peptide Synthesis Facility was generously provided by the Cancer Institute NSW.
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E: amides@cmri.org.au

Standard N-terminal chemistry is either free amine or
acetylation, and standard C-terminal chemistry is either free
acid or amidation.
The facility offers consultation services when designing your
peptide products to ensure you get the material that is
appropriate for your application.

CMRI Facilities - Peptide Synthesis
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Drug
Screening

The Drug Screening Facility at CMRI houses
a collection of automated equipment from
liquid handling platforms to high-content cell
imaging systems for low, medium and highthroughput/high-content screening (HTS/HCS)
of biochemical and cell-based assays. Support
to scientists spans from project consultation,
feasibility assessment plus strategy development
to method development and optimisation, access
and training on equipment, to data processing
and analysis.

Techniques/Technologies/Services
Twister-Janus automated robotic
workstation
•

designed for the efficient automation of sample
preparation procedures utilise in pharmaceutical,
biotech and research applications, with high precision
and reproducibility

•

complete assay automation, suitable for any liquid
handling tasks, from individual tube to 96-, 384-, 1536well microtiter plates or any desired combination. The
plates can then be used for downstream analysis in
other instrument, such as multimode plate readers,
next-generation sequencers, PCR machines, etc.

•
Images: Top-left - Janus automated platform,
Top-right - Scientist analysing images on the IXM
XL system, Bottom-left - Scientists at work on
the custom designed Twister-Janus integrated
workstation, Bottom-right - 384-well plate on
one of the plate hotels

Multimode Plate Readers
•

A selection of plate readers suitable for label-free
technology, ALPHA technology (AlphaLISA/AlphaScreen),
ultra-sensitive luminescence, time-resolved fluorescence
(TRF), quad-monochromator, fluorescence intensity and
absorbance.

Automated multi-channel pipettes
•

ViaFlo 96/384 (electronic handheld 96/384 channel
pipette)

•

A collection of electronic pipettes (1-, 8-, 12-channel)

improves the accuracies and safe handling of samples

ImageXpress Micro XLS and ImageXpress
Micro Widefield High-Content/Analysis
Systems
•

automated HTS/HCS wide-field imagers capable of
fluorescent (4-colour channels), transmitted light, and
phase-contrast imaging of fixed- or live-cell assays,
tissues and small organisms with objectives ranging
from 2X to 100X, suitable for slide to 96- and 384-well
microtiter plates.

•

liquid handling integrated, making it ideal for cell-based
kinetic assays

•

pre-defined analysis modules couple with a custom
analysis module enable full automation of image analysis
and data interrogation

•

Diverse applications to capture a diversity of cellular
events, from “Apoptosis to Zebrafish”:
-- Neurite outgrowth/process extension
-- Cardiomyocytes
-- Stem cell research (embryonic/induced pluripotent
stem cells, cell differentiation)
-- Toxicity screening (bi-multinucleated cell detection,
cell viability, cytotoxicity and apoptosis)
-- Cell cycle, proliferation, signalling and mitosis
-- Fatty acid uptake, adipogenesis
-- Protein expression, movement and phosphorylation
-- Receptor internalisation and receptor recycling
-- Spheroids and colonies
-- Zebrafish assays

More Information

Images: Top - Scientist placing
a plate in a freezer with custom
designed 2D bar-code sample
management system, Bottom Scientist using a ViaFlo 96/384
electronic pipette

Ngoc Chau
Manager, Drug Screening
E: nchau@cmri.org.au
W: cmri.org.au/Research/Research-Facilities/Drug-Screening-Facility
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Advanced
Microscopy
& ATAC

Bringing together the microscopes of
The ACRF Telomere Analysis Centre (ATAC)
and other microscope and image analysis
technologies, Advanced Microscopy (AMC)
aims to enable world-leading research by
providing comprehensive support for light
microscopy techniques. The centre supports
experimentation from conceptual planning to
data analysis and publication through training,
guidance and instrument access.

Techniques/Technologies/Services
Fluorescence Microscopy

Super-Resolution Microscopy

Fluorescence microscopy is a workhorse technique for
localizing cellular components. The Axio Imager Alpha
and Beta Microscopes give researchers advanced
widefield fluorescence capabilities including Z-stacks,
tiling, and ApoTome imaging. The Metafer Alpha and Beta
microscopes help researchers to automate imaging and
analysis of metaphase chromosomes and interphase nuclei.

Visualising separate objects smaller than the theoretical
limit of optical resolution is called super-resolution.

Live Cell Imaging
Viewing cells in their living state provides a wealth of
information not available from fixed specimens. Live cell
imaging involves the collection of images at successive time
intervals under conditions that support cell culture. Four
of our microscopes support live cell imaging: Cell Observer
Widefield for transmitted light and fluorescence, Cell
Observer SD and Cell Voyager for spinning-disk confocal,
and LSM 880 Airyscan for confocal and super-resolution
imaging.

Confocal Microscopy
Confocal microscopy enables researchers to visualize
cellular structures in three dimensions. Our laser-scanning
confocal microscope, LSM 880 Airyscan, has seven laser
lines, selectable emission range and spectral unmixing
capabilities. The Cell Observer SD and Cell Voyager
microscopes support multichannel confocal imaging of live
cells using spinning disk technology.

Our in-house built Super-Resolution Microscope enables
researchers to resolve structures of less than 50 nm in fixed
samples using a single molecule localisation approach. With
the LSM 880 Airyscan, standard fluorescent samples and
live cells can be imaged with as low as 120 nm resolution.

Lightsheet Imaging
Lightsheet imaging is an optical microscopy technique in
which a thin section of a sample is illuminated with a thin
sheet of light, resulting in robust, fast and gentle three
dimensional imaging of large specimens. When combined
with a tissue clearing sample preparation technique, large
tissue samples or whole-mount embryos up to 5 mm
thick can be imaged using the Lightsheet Z.1 microscope.
Optically sectioning fluorescent samples using Lightsheet
microscopy can replace traditional serial sectioning in
a fraction of the time while retaining the overall three
dimensional structure of the sample.

Image Analysis
Key to getting the most out of microscope images is a well
thought out strategy to analyse and extract meaningful
data. The best time to determine the analysis approach
is before starting the experiment. We can advise on
image analysis approaches and help with image analysis
software available at the facility, which allow image viewing,
image processing and deconvolution, and two or threedimensional quantitative analyses. Software packages
include SVI Huygens, Bitplane Imaris, Zeiss ZEN, FIJI/ImageJ,
Cell Profiler and Metasystems running on seven dedicated
image analysis computers.

More Information
Dr Scott Page
Manager, Advanced Microscopy
E: spage@cmri.org.au

Joshua Studdert
Staff Scientist
E: jstuddert@cmri.org.au

W: cmri.org.au/Research/Research-Facilities/ACRFTelomere-Analysis-Centre

Images (From left to right): Maximum intensity projection of a cultured organoid showing E-cadherin (green) and Zonula occludens-1 (red) captured using the Zeiss
Lightsheet Z.1 microscope (image courtesy of M Demuth, J Studdert and P Osteil), in situ hybridisation to detect telomeres (green) on chromosomes (blue) captured
through fluorescence microscopy, fluorescence microscopy using the Metafer Alpha microscope, Super-resolution microscopy using the LSM 880 Airyscan microscope,
COS7 fibroblast cells showing alpha-Tubulin (red), F-Actin (green) and nuclear DNA (blue) staining captured using the Zeiss LSM 880 Airyscan microscope (image courtesy
of J Studdert), Fluorescence microscopy training using the Axio Imager Beta microscope, Co-cultured mouse embryonic stem cells and inactivated feeder cells stained to
detect actin filaments (cyan), mitochondria (magenta), nuclear DNA (dark red) and CldU labelled newly synthesised DNA (dark blue) captured using the Zeiss LSM 880
Airyscan microscope (image courtesy of G Kafer).
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Bioinformatics is the application of information

Bioinformatics

technology to the study of biology and medicine. It is a
multidisciplinary field combining biology, mathematics, statistics
and computer science to help to unravel complex biological
problems. CMRI has dedicated data scientists/bioinformatics
scientists whom collaborate with CMRI medical researchers
to tailor software/computational solutions around specific
research questions. Typically, bioinformaticians engage
early with the experimental design and subsequently in
transforming the acquired experimental and clinical data into
relevant knowledge that may lead to actionable novel research
findings, improvements to clinical decision-making or precision
medicine.
CMRI bioinformaticians deal with a variety of research data,
some of which include: genomics (genome-wide sequencing
of DNA), epi-genomics (modifications to chromatin and DNA),
transcriptomics (tissue and single cell RNA sequencing),
proteomics (large scale identification and characterisation
of proteins by mass spectrometry), pharmaco-omics (drug
responses based on multiple -omics data) and cell imaging.
Our medical data scientists/bioinformatics scientists also play
a key role in driving initiatives to strengthen data science/
bioinformatics research within the Westmead Research Hub by
promoting training opportunities and seminars.

Project experience of group

Seminars

Currently, our dedicated Bioinformatics and Data Scientists
provide expertise and support in the following space:

Westmead Hub Bioinformatics and ‘Omics
Seminar Series

Machine and Deep learning applications – Today,
an indispensable armamentarium of tools which are
implemented by our bioinformaticians to trawl through
massive volumes of high-dimensional health and biological
data to obtain improved predictions.

These seminar talks are done on a monthly basis at CMRI
with the aim of promoting discussions and opportunities
for local clinical and medical researchers to hear from local
and external researchers on novel approaches or effective
practices for dealing with high-throughput biological
technologies and data-intensive research projects.

Mathematical modelling and custom research software
development – In order to advance specific research
questions often customised mathematical approaches are
necessary for understanding and processing biological
data.
Statistical Consulting – Advice and support on small to big
data statistical problems and statistical power calculations.
Long read sequencing – Processing and analysis of PacBio
and Oxford Nanopore long-read sequencing data.
Transcriptome analysis (bulk tissue and single cell
RNA-seq) – bioinformatics advice and methods for quality
control, quantifying abundance and functional analysis of
different transcriptomes.
Illumina whole genome sequencing analysis (Rare
diseases and cancer genomics) – Pipelines for the
detection of single nucleotide variants, indels, structural
variants and copy number alterations.
SWATH (data-independent acquisition) Mass
Spectrometry analysis – differential analysis of the
complete snapshot of all fragment ions of the detectable
peptides present within biological samples. Additionally,
Phospho-proteomic data analysis.
ChIP-seq and ATAC-seq analysis – processing and
footprinting methods to find cell specific binding sites of
DNA-associated proteins and accessible chromatin regions
–determining of regulatory landscape of cells.

Live video streaming of Statistical
Bioinformatics seminars
To maximise the access of Data Science and Bioinformatics
content, CMRI screens a weekly live video stream of the
Statistical Bioinformatics seminar, broadcasted from The
Charles Perkins Centre, University of Sydney (facilitated
by Sydney Precision Bioinformatics group, School of
Mathematics and Statistics). These seminar series cover
the broad topics of computation and statistics and their
application to biology.

More information:
Dr Erdahl Teber,
Team Leader
E: eteber@cmri.org.au
Dr Pablo Galaviz,
Senior Staff Scientist
Simon Cai
Staff Data Scientist/Bioinformatician
W: cmri.org.au/Research/Research-Facilities/Bioinformatics

Multi-omics integration – analysing multi-omics data
sets in a synergistic fashion remains a challenge for the
research community as a whole. Commonly, three datadriven approaches are used: statistical, unsupervised and
supervised machine learning methods.
Pharmaco-genomics and pharmaco-transcriptomics
– methods to determine associations between genomic
variants and gene expression profiles on drug responses.

Images: Our team is using code to
incrementally decipher the underlying cellular
and molecular mechanisms involved in diseases.
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